An Update on Editorial Changes at the GLJ

Maria Lorena Cook, Cornell University, USA
Alexander Gallas, University of Kassel, Germany
Neethi P, Indian Institute for Human Settlements, India
Ben Scully, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

In our January issue we announced a number of departures and arrivals to the GLJ Editorial Team. Since the publication of that issue, we have another change. We are happy to welcome Neethi P as a member of the Editorial Board.

Neethi teaches at the Indian Institute for Human Settlements (IIHS), Bangalore, India. Her own research focuses on women and informal workers, exploring the intersections of caste, class, gender and urbanity within informal work. She was a visiting scholar, with a Fulbright Doctoral and Professional Research Fellowship, at the University of Georgia in the United States during her doctoral study at the Centre for Development Studies under Jawaharlal Nehru University. She is the author of Globalization Lived Locally: A Labour Geography Perspective, published by Oxford University Press in 2016 and reviewed in the GLJ in 2020. Her forthcoming co-authored book, Urban Undesirables: City Transition and Street-Based Sex Work in Bangalore (Cambridge University Press), is on neo-liberal urban transition and the everyday challenges of street-based sex workers in Bangalore.

Welcome to the GLJ team, Neethi!

We also want to remind readers that we have an open call for nominations of additional editors for the GLJ. You can find the call in the sidebar of the Journal’s homepage. This call is part of the ongoing rotation of editors which will continue over the next year or two. We thank those who have put their names forward and we welcome further nominations.